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This thesis examines authorship and identity through the player’s relationship with the 

avatars of God o f War III and The Last o f Us. God o f War III allegorizes a poststructural 

understanding of authorship, as the game forces the player to navigate a paradoxical 

position of power and powerlessness. The Last o f Us highlights a poststructural 

understanding of identity development, as the player continuously develops and re

negotiates their identity in relation to Joel, the most dominant figure in the narrative. Both 

games highlight how the player’s agency stems from their experience participating in the 

narrative while navigating the rules and limitations that structure the games.
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Introduction 

Playing in the Possibility Space:

The Avatar as a Poststructural Figure 

One of my all-time favorite memories of playing video games was fighting 

against Psycho Mantis in the stealth-action classic Metal Gear Solid, directed by 

legendary game designer Hideo Kojima, on the first PlayStation console. In Metal Gear 

Solid, the player controls Solid Snake, an expert soldier who infiltrates a clandestine 

nuclear weapons facility in Alaska and must neutralize the threat of nuclear war. Snake 

confronts members of FOXHOUND, a group of rogue Special Forces units with 

extraordinary powers and abilities. Psycho Mantis, FOXHOUND’S master of 

psychokinesis and telepathy, is one of the main bosses the player encounters during the 

game. Psycho Mantis attempts to intimidate Snake, and by extension the player, by 

boasting that he is the “most powerful practitioner of psychokinesis and telepathy in the 

world” and “can read your every thought.” Psycho Mantis proceeds to read Snake and the 

player’s mind by describing the player’s style of play prior to this point and by naming 

various games that the player has played on PlayStation.1 He then instructs the player to 

put their controller on the floor and vibrates the controller by “the power of [his] will 

alone.” When the player attempts to move Snake and counter Psycho Mantis’ attacks,

1 Chadd Concelmo, a writer for the video game website Destructoid, notes Metal Gear 
Solid was able to read the PlayStation’s memory card. Psycho Mantis’ dialogue changes 
depending on what save files the player has on their memory card.
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they find that they are unable to control Snake. Psycho Mantis informs Snake he could 

read his next moves, and as a result, the player is barely able to attack or damage him. As 

a result, the player is forced to outthink their opponent and figure out how to overcome 

their lack of control against Psycho Mantis. Metal Gear Solid places explicit attention on 

the technical functions of the PlayStation’s mechanical components and pushes the player 

to experiment with the console’s machinery and the game’s controls. Whether the player 

communicates with their in-game comrades for hints or look up strategies online, they 

learn that they must move the game’s controller to another port on the PlayStation to stop 

Psycho Mantis from reading their mind and avoiding their attacks. Once the player 

completes this task, they are more easily able to defeat Psycho Mantis and proceed to the 

next part of the game.

The Psycho Mantis fight in Metal Gear Solid is one of many examples that draw 

people to video games as a narrative medium. I am not alone in my love for video games. 

What began as a closeted, niche subculture has ballooned into one of the most popular 

and lucrative forms of entertainment in the 21st century. According to a report published 

by the Entertainment Software Association in 2019, 75% of Americans have at least one 

gamer in their household, and 65% of American adults play video games (5-6). 

Additionally, consumers spent a total of $43.4 billion on game-related products in 2018, 

with $35.8 billion accounting for actual game content and software (21). These figures 

highlight how video games occupy a huge space in American popular culture and are 

now one of the most prominent forms of storytelling in the 21st century.
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INTERACTION AND PLAY

Part of video games’ rise in popularity is attributed to people viewing video games as a 

truly interactive medium for storytelling. For example, the Psycho Mantis boss fight 

forces the player to re-think their relationship with Snake and their approach to the boss 

fight by calling attention to the player’s direct interaction with the PlayStation’s 

machinery. This is not to say that books, films, and other media are not interactive. All 

narratives require some level of interaction from its audience. Eric Zimmerman notes that 

reading books or watching films require multiple types of interaction from its audience. 

He argues that there are “four overlapping flavors of participation that occur to varying 

degrees” when engaging with any text, be it a book, film, game, or another medium 

(158). The most common interaction Zimmerman argues that we use to engage with a 

text is “cognitive interactivity,” in which the participant engages with the “psychological, 

emotional, hermeneutic, semiotic, [and] reader-response” elements of that text (158).

This kind of interactivity is key for the participant to engage in critical analysis and study, 

such as is necessary for this project. Some texts, such as Metal Gear Solid, may also 

require its participants to engage in “functional interactivity” where the participant 

grapples with the “functional [and] structural” elements of a text, such as its table of 

contents or the text’s materiality (158). Zimmerman also observes that participants can 

also engage in “meta-interactivity” in which “readers appropriate, deconstruct, and 

reconstruct linear media, participating in and propagating massive communal narrative 

worlds” (158).
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Although most texts require some level of interaction from its participants, the 

video game is a unique medium, Zimmerman contends, because it demands “explicit 

interaction” from its participants (158). Zimmerman argues that video games separate 

themselves from books or films because it relies on the player’s “overt participation” 

(158). This includes having the player experience “choices, random events, dynamic 

simulations and other procedures programmed into the interactive experience” (158). As 

a result, video games must be analyzed differently from other mediums such as the book 

or film. Ian Bogost notes that a more critical approach to video games “requires more 

than just comparisons to other media” {Persuasive viii). Traditional print is read, films 

are watched, but video games are played. Gameplay becomes a unique discourse to video 

games, as the player cannot engage with a video game’s narrative without the hardware 

(e.g. a console or a computer) required to access the narrative.

The concept of play is difficult to define, as play traditionally connotes 

exploration, fun, and freedom. James Newman indicates that play, especially in reference 

to video games, does not carry “the weight, gravitas, or credibility of more traditional 

media” (qtd. in Persuasive viii). Bogost contends that play is seen as a free-form activity 

because it is often considered a “children’s activity” that takes place outside the “serious 

business of learning (or working)” {Rhetoric 120). Children grow up and play between 

stretches of work and learning. This leads to play being seen as a useful distraction to 

help children and adults take a break from working and learning {Rhetoric 120). Video 

games are an avenue for play, and as a result, they were not considered “legitimate
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venues” for academics, because they are simply “playthings” ( 120).

This perspective on video games and play is really a misunderstanding about play 

and how it always works within traditional structures or rules. Zimmerman notes that 

“play is used in so many contexts and in so many different ways that it’s...a real struggle” 

to identify a clear definition (159). People can play games, sports, instruments, and much 

more. For the purposes of this study, play will be defined in the context of interacting 

with a video game.2 Katie Salen and Zimmerman broadly define play as “free movement 

within a more rigid structure” (304). Bogost explains that “imposing rules does not 

suffocate play but makes it possible in the first place” ( 120). Almost every type

of game, whether it is a board game, a playground game, a sport, or a video game, is 

designed and defined by the rules that the player must follow. A game’s design includes 

the physical or digital properties of the play space, the time allotted, the equipment 

needed to participate in the game, the number of individuals, and what actions are 

allowed or prohibited. All these components form the game’s rules and limitations and 

defines how the player(s) can play.

The existence of rules and limitations does not suffocate play but makes it

2 There is a currently a large body of scholarship on video games and play theory that 
discusses the importance of both in cognition, child development, learning, new media 
studies, and more. For a review of play theory across multiple disciplines, see Anthony 
D. Pellegrini’s The Future o f Play Theory: A Multidisciplinary Inquiry into the 
Contributions o f Brian Sutton-Smith, published by the State University of New York 
Press in 1995. For an archive of journal articles on game studies, including the 
connection between video games and play, see Game Studies: The International Journal 
o f Computer Game Research at http://gamestudies.org.

http://gamestudies.org
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possible in the first place. Salen and Zimmerman note that there is still some degree of 

“free movement within” the rigid structure and rules of the game (66). They define this 

realm of possible actions within a game’s rules as the “space of possibility” or the 

possibility space (66). The possibility space is the “space of all possible actions that 

might take place in a game, the space of all possible meanings which can emerge from a 

game’s design” (67). This space gives the player room to not only to explore the game’s 

space, but also to experiment with different actions against the game’s rules. For 

example, a video game’s rules may direct the player to move to a certain location in the 

gameworld that is populated by enemies but may not specify whether the player must kill 

all the enemies in the level. This suggests that the player has flexibility in the possibility 

space to complete the level stealthily without alerting the enemies or to go loud by 

directly fighting them. While the game’s objective is the same in both cases, the player 

has multiple possible ways to meet that objective.

Bogost notes that the possibility space is not solely exclusive to games. Possibility 

spaces also exist within traditional literature and films. Many different types of literature, 

including poetry, novels, and epistolary, have certain rules and attributes that constrict 

certain moves and choices an author can make with their text. However, authors have 

been known to play with certain conventions in a text and begin “exploring 

configurations of language that intersect with these rules of composition” ( 121).

In other words, many authors “share much in common with children on a playground: 

first they create a possibility space, then they fill that space with meaning by exploring
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the free movement within the rigid structure of literary rules” {Rhetoric 121). Bogost 

suggests that the possibility space evokes a negotiation between the author and the rules 

of the text. Certain genre-conventions and rules of compositions limit authors from being 

able to take an infinite amount of directions in their writing. Yet, authors can play with 

their writing and push these boundaries while still staying within the structure.

The possibility space also highlights the paradoxical aspect of play. Based on 

Salen and Zimmerman’s definition of the possibility space, rules and regulations make 

play possible, because they define what actions are allowable or prohibited in the video 

game. In other words, the player’s actions are defined by the rules and structure of the 

game. All games need rules in order to exist, as a game without rules would be extremely 

hard to play and track if all the players can do anything. Yet, the idea of play connotes 

exploration of freedom, which contradicts the idea of rules and structures. This is where 

the issue of agency arises. The idea of play is only made possible through an existing 

structure of rules, and the player cannot understand how to play a game without knowing 

the bounds of their actions. Bogost argues that play in video games is not simply about 

testing what actions a game’s rules afford but about exploring and manipulating the 

symbolic systems the game provides {Rhetoric 121). The rules do more than create the 

experience of play. They construct the meaning of the game. Bogost argues that all the 

“gestures, experiences, and interactions a game’s rules allow (and disallow) make up the 

game’s significance” {Rhetoric 121). The ability to create discourse within the text 

suggests that the player assumes a degree of authorial control and agency within the
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game, because they create another layer of discourse that contributes to the total 

experience of reading the video game. In other words, the player’s interaction with the 

video game creates meaning.3

AVATARS, AUTHORSHIP, IDENTITY, AND AGENCY

The player’s ability to experience agency within the possibility space of a story-driven 

game is understood through their interaction with the game’s “avatar.” Mark Wolf credits 

video games as “the first [medium] to combine real-time game play with a navigable, on

screen diegetic space [and] the first to feature avatars and player-controlled surrogates 

that could influence on-screen events; real-time user interaction in one machine” (qtd. in 

Waggoner 7). The term avatar is derived from the Hindu Sanskrit term “avatara,” and 

refers to the surrogate forms Hindu gods and goddesses used to “access the physical 

mortal world of humanity” (Waggoner 8). The general concept of the avatar already 

invokes complex questions about identity and agency, as an avatar is simultaneously the 

god that occupies it and a figure that exists in the mortal world. Andrew Bum and Gareth 

Schott note that “the player is, and is not, the avatar,” and this dynamic “is central to the 

experience of the game” (222). The origins of the word infer a power dynamic between 

the entity who takes the shape of an avatar and the figure that serves as the entity’s

3 In poststructuralism, the act of reading can be understood as the process in which the 
reader co-authors or co-writes a text by constructing story from the text’s discourse. As 
the reader reads, they build the text’s story, their understanding of the events and content 
of the narrative, from the text’s discourse, the actual form or expression of the text (Keen 
74).
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surrogate.

The definition of the “avatar” in video game studies is also a point of contention 

between video game scholars. The most basic definition of the avatar is that it is “the 

user’s representative in the virtual universe” (Filiciak qtd. in Waggoner 8). This 

definition focuses on any “player-controlled surrogates” that reflects the player’s 

command of the game and does not take story into account (Wolf qtd. in Waggoner 8).

By this definition, the avatar can be anything from a mouse arrow in a point-and-click 

game on a computer to whatever character the player controls in a story-driven game. 

Other video games scholars find that this definition is too broad to define the relationship 

between the player and their avatar. Athomas Goldberg attempts to narrow the definition 

by arguing that the avatar needs to be a representation “of ‘real’ people in computer

generated environments” (qtd. in Waggoner 9). Some scholars emphasize the need for the 

avatar to be created and customized by the player themselves, as this “creative choice is 

crucial” in allowing the player to fully identify with an avatar that reflects elements of the 

player’s desires and physical and emotional likeness (Waggoner 9). For the purposes of 

this study, Goldberg’s definition of the avatar as a representation of the real-world player 

within the video game works the best, as I examine avatars that do not rely on how the 

player chooses to alter their avatar’s “appearance or skill level” (Waggoner 9). Further, 

James Paul Gee contends most games with a playable character, whether its 

characteristics are preset by the game developers or determined by the player at the start 

of the game, still encourage the player to invest themselves emotionally and identify with
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their avatar’s goals and desires (What Video Games 50). Gee argues that the avatar needs 

to be a site where the player can negotiate between their real-world and virtual 

experiences in a meaningful way (What Video Games 50). Thus, our working definition 

for the avatar is the player’s on-screen representation that encourages them to 

continuously “think new thoughts about what [they value] and what they [do] not” over 

the course of the game (What Video Games 50).

The player’s relationship with their avatar, to be called “the player-avatar 

relationship” moving forward, becomes a site “that is filled with tension” as it 

complicates the player’s notions of control and identity (Waggoner 11). The avatar is a 

poststructuralist figure, as it breaks the binaries between real and virtual identities, the 

player and the gamer, and freedom and rule-based structures. The avatar is also the 

primary avenue through which the player can navigate a game’s possibility space, which 

itself depends on a poststructural understanding of play and agency. Waggoner notes that 

“the avatar is part of the user but at the same time remains separate, and the user makes 

decisions as to the nature of the avatar, but the avatar also exists independent from the 

user” (11). In one sense, the player is their avatar, as the avatar is “frozen until the user

returns” to play the game (Waggoner 11). However, the avatar is an independent 

character that may “care about things that the player will not necessarily care about” 

(Shafer qtd. in Waggoner 11). This duality of the avatar encourages an interrogation of 

what control, identity, and agency mean when the player interacts with a video game, a 

medium lauded for freedom and interaction.
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This thesis examines the player-avatar relationship in two video games and 

highlights how this relationship impacts the player’s experience within the rules and 

structures that define the video game. Play in video games invites a sense of agency 

through the player’s overt interaction with the game, but any sense of agency is always 

circumscribed by rules and structures. The first game I discuss is SCE Santa Monica 

Studios’ G o d o f W a r I I I { G o W 3 ) ,  an action-adventure game heavily influenced by Greek 

epics and mythology. The game focuses on Kratos, a Spartan general, and his attempt to 

free himself from the servitude to the gods. The second game I discuss is Naughty Dog’s 

The Last o f Us ( TLoU), a survival-horror game set in a post-apocalyptic United States. 

The game follows the journey of a survival-hardened man named Joel who must escort 

Ellie, a teenage girl immune to the pandemic that destroyed civilization, to a secret 

medical research facility across the country. Although both games have different 

premises, characters, and gameplay styles, they encourage inquiry into how the player- 

avatar relationship simultaneously enables, yet prevents the player’s authorship, identity 

formation, and agency throughout their narratives. In this thesis, I argue that GoW3 and 

TLoU invite the player to challenge the rule-based systems that exist in these games, and 

by challenging the rules, to see them more clearly. The experience of playing these games 

provide the player with an understanding of the possibilities and limits of authorship, 

identity development, and agency.

Chapter One argues that the player-avatar relationship allegorizes a poststructural 

understanding of authorship. Kratos’ story is based on his desire to destroy the Olympian
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gods as an act of revenge for their manipulations and betrayals throughout the series. 

Kratos seeks to destroy the Olympian gods, but he must also be controlled by a godlike 

figure, the player, in order to achieve his goal. Kratos’ position as the avatar suggests that 

the player is simultaneously in a position of power and powerlessness. The player gains a 

sense of authorship by being able to direct their avatar in the game and being recognized 

as a godlike figure by the game. However, the game also undermines any power the 

player wields, as they prevent their ability to change the events of the narrative and places 

the player in a position of defeat at the hands of their avatar Kratos. This chapter 

discusses how agency can only be realized when the player acknowledges these restraints 

and reflects on their experience in participating in the game, rather than trying to change 

it.

Chapter Two argues that the player’s interaction with the game’s avatars 

allegorizes a poststructural understanding of identity development. This chapter examines 

how Joel, the primary avatar and protagonist of TLoU, regulates other characters’ 

“character-spaces,” the idea that different characters within a narrative occupy a 

“determined space and position within the narrative as a whole” (Woloch 14). As a result, 

Joel establishes a patriarchal structure that defines the player’s and other characters’ 

experience in the narrative. Since the player interacts with multiple avatars throughout 

the course of TLoU, they find themselves negotiating their identity in relation with 

different characters’ goals and values. This chapter highlights how identity is not 

constructed within a vacuum, but within a larger, ideological context.
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The coda discusses how the player can wield agency and develop their identity by 

reflecting on their experience playing the game and continuing to construct story out of 

the games’ discourse. The coda discusses how Irrational Games’ BioShock Infinite, poses 

a variety of choices to the reader. However, whatever choice the player makes ultimately 

does not impact the game’s outcome; rather, these choices are meant to impact their 

experience. BioShock Infinite posits that all players will eventually reach the same ending 

of the game no matter what, but their experiences and takeaways will differ from other 

players as they come from different personal backgrounds, make different choices during 

gameplay, and focus on different elements within the game. Although the games 

discussed in this project end, the player’s experiences enable them to build more story 

and gain a deeper understanding about them or the games’ characters. Each game is then 

a self-reflexive education on how to play video games and encourages the player to 

mediate on their experience of participating in the narrative.
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Chapter One 

“The Time of the Gods Has Come to an End:”

Allegories of Authorship within God o f War IIFs Narrative Presentation 

When the player turns on their PlayStation 3 and boots up SCS Santa Monica 

Studios’ God of War III ( GoW3), the following quote attributed to Plato fades in and out: 

“The measure of a man is what he does with power.” For gamers who have played the 

entire God o f War series, Plato’s quote serves as a reminder of the constant power 

struggle between the series’ characters. In the first God o f War, the player is introduced 

to the series’ protagonist Kratos, a Spartan general with an insatiable taste for war. The 

opening credits reminds them of Kratos’ deal with Ares, in which the Olympian god of 

war grants Kratos supernatural powers and guarantees his victories in battle in exchange 

for a lifetime of servitude. In an attempt to sever the last of Kratos’ earthly ties that could 

interfere with his servitude, Ares tricks Kratos into killing his own family. However, this 

attempt to exert complete power over Kratos backfires. Haunted by the images of his 

dead family, Kratos renounces his service to Ares. Throughout the series, the other 

Olympian gods take advantage of Kratos’ plight by offering to help him forget his past in 

exchange for his help. Despite Kratos’ success in his services, the gods never uphold their 

end of the bargain. After a series of betrayals and manipulation from the Olympian gods, 

Kratos becomes a powerful enemy of them. GoW3 opens with Kratos ascending Mt. 

Olympus seeking revenge, vowing to destroy Zeus and the Olympian gods interfering 

with his life.
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The player experiences the power struggle between Kratos and the Gods by 

controlling Kratos throughout the series. In this chapter, I argue that the player-avatar 

relationship in GoW3 is an allegory for a poststructuralist understanding of authorship. 

Poststructuralism challenges the romantic notion that the author is a godlike figure, 

separate from the text and the reader, who wields absolute power over the text. Instead, 

poststructuralism posits the author is not the only entity that is able to exert agency within 

the text. The reader, or the player for video games, can also participate and contribute to 

the text’s narrative. The player can wield a degree of authorship or agency, but this is 

always shaped by the game’s system of rules and limitations. This means that 

poststructuralism sees the idea of unfettered authorship and agency as a fantasy. In 

GoW3, the use of Kratos as the avatar, a character in the game’s story and a surrogate for 

the player, places the player in a paradoxical position of simultaneous power and 

powerlessness. The game recognizes the player’s godlike status, as they command 

Kratos’ actions and guides him through the gameworld during gameplay. Further, the 

game analogizes the player to the Olympian gods, who demonstrate an authorial ability to 

create and manipulate the gameworld and its characters. However, GoW3 also constantly 

undermines the player’s sense of power. The player is Kratos through the player-avatar 

relationship, which means the player must accept and align themselves with Kratos’ goal 

of killing the gods if they are to complete the game. GoW3 circumscribes any sense of the 

player’s control over the game by reminding the player they cannot alter the events of the 

game. The player must participate in the game’s rules if they are to successfully help
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Kratos achieve his goal of killing the gods. They must mediate the tension that arises 

from wanting to exert control in an environment where control is limited. In other words, 

the player-avatar relationship in GoW3 reveals that agency does not stem from the ability 

to create or control the game’s plot or characters. Instead, it reinforces the 

poststructuralist understanding that the player’s decision to participate in the GofVS’s 

narrative, through Kratos, is the only way they can topple the hegemony created by the 

presence of the authorial Olympian gods.

After the player moves past GoW3’s opening credits and main menu, the game 

immediately transitions to a cutscene illustrating Zeus’ call to arms against Kratos. The 

game’s use of a cutscene establishes a precedent that emphasizes the idea that the player 

cannot author GoW3’ sstory. Cutscenes are movielike sequences that incorporate many 

cinematic tropes to immerse the player into the gameworld, including dialogue, various 

camera cuts and shots, and soundtrack. GoW3 relies on cutscenes to “create a narrative 

context” for its gameplay, including introducing the conflict, providing backstory, and 

developing the game’s characters (Pearce 148). According to Rune Klevjer, cutscenes 

serve as a manifestation of the author’s voice, as they create “the diegetic world through 

general descriptions, through simulations, and through pre-written events” (198). Game 

writers and developers are like authors in that they created GoW3,s cutscenes, events, and 

the world that the player must navigate. The game’s cutscenes play the same no matter 

how the player played the game before the cutscene. In other words, cutscenes represent 

the code for the game’s rules and narrative events. GoW3 controls the narrative, as “the
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player has no choice whatsoever as to where the story goes/ends, nor can any liberty be 

taken with how the events will unfold” (Cassar 85). Cutscenes take the player away from 

their controller, the apparatus in which the player can interact with the game, and reminds 

the player that video games are bound by rules. These rules limit the player’s actual 

impact on the story. The player cannot act as an unfettered authorial agent in the game, as 

they do not have the ability to directly change the narration presented during cutscenes. 

Cutscenes highlight how the player has “no choice whatsoever as to where the story 

goes/ends,” and they are “simply there for the ride” (Cassar 85). Although video games 

are credited for being highly immersive and interactive, the nature of cutscenes limit the 

player’s explicit control over the game.

Although cutscenes limit the player’s overt interaction with the game, they also 

highlight other ways the player can assume an authorial role within the text. During 

cutscenes, the player engages in what Eric Zimmerman would call “Cognitive 

Interactivity; or Interpretive Participation with a Text,” in which the player observes and 

interprets the events unfolding on-screen (158). The player’s ability to interpret the action 

illustrated in the cutscene is vital for them wielding a degree of agency within s

narrative. French literary theorist Roland Barthes views the act of reading as an act of 

undermining the “Author-God,” a label that signifies an absolute creator and authority 

over the text (1324). He argues the author never has absolute power to begin with, as all 

writing is a “multi-dimensional space in which a variety of writings, none of them 

original, blend and clash” (1324). Authors are not divine creators, but rather masters of
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the narrative code who know how to operate within a linguistic structure; this mastery 

allows them to “mix writings” rather than create or govern their writing (Barthes 1324). 

Instead, Barthes posits power with the reader who interacts and disentangles the 

“multiple writings” that exist within the text (1325). The reader is the “space on which all 

quotations that make up a writing are inscribed without any of them being lost” (1325). 

As a result, the reader can generate multiple interpretations and begin shaping the text’s 

story. Barthes argues that the act of participating in the text destroys the sense of a 

godlike author of the text. The player’s interaction with a text, whether it is overt or 

cognitive, is an “anti-theological” activity, as the player’s act of analyzing refuses an 

absolute “God and his hypostases” (Barthes 1325). The player supplants the godlike 

author because of their ability to construct story from the discourse within the game’s 

cutscenes. Even though the player does not necessarily have any impact on the actions 

unfolding on-screen, they are still able to co-author part of snarrative.

GoW3 uses its introductory cutscene to establish Zeus as an absolute, authorial 

force within the game. In GoW3’s opening cutscene, Zeus narrates how he and his 

brothers “created a world of peace [and] a world of prosperity.” Further, Zeus boasts that 

everything the Olympian gods created are under the domain of Mt. Olympus, an 

“absolute measure” of the gods’ strength and power. Zeus correlates authorial power with 

absolute power and takes credit for being the origin of everything the player witnesses at 

the beginning of the game. This cutscene highlights how the gods wield authorial agency, 

as they govern everything they created in the gameworld. Zeus establishes himself as he
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“Author-god,” the single “theological” authority credited with creating the text (Barthes 

1324). Further, Zeus has been the primary antagonist of the God o f War series since God 

of War 2, so any player who has played the other games in the series has already felt a 

desire and a duty to defeat him. In GoW3, Zeus boasts his power and authority over the 

gameworld, creating a negative correlation between authorship and absolute power. 

Although the narrative conflict of GoW3 is between Zeus and Kratos, the connection 

between Zeus and authorial power generates a conflict between the player and the 

authorial forces within the game.

The introductory cutscene also conveys the idea that assuming power is only 

possible through violently asserting one’s power over another. Zeus, the Author-God, 

wields absolute power, because he existed before the world, and he “thinks, suffers, 

lives” for his creation (Barthes 1324). Zeus declares that the Olympians’ authorial control 

was “forged in victory” during the titanomachy. His status as an Author-God was only 

possible by uniting the Olympian gods in battle against the Titans and creating a world he 

oversees. Now, Zeus fears that his “power is to be tested. A mortal, Kratos, seeks to 

destroy all I have wrought.” Zeus asserts his dominion over the world, because he feels 

responsible for protecting his creation from Kratos. Kratos represents a threat to the 

absolute power and authorial agency Zeus wields. The fight between Kratos and the 

Olympians represents a struggle to preserve each entity’s freedom to exist and freedom 

from the threat of the other’s control. Zeus fears Kratos’ violent uprising against the gods 

would destroy his position as the game’s Author-God.
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While the introductory cutscene acts as a manifestation of the author and depicts 

Zeus’ absolutism, it also suggests the player-avatar relationship grants a sense of power 

to the player, even when the player cannot necessarily change the events that transpire in 

the game. Zeus, as the god of the gods, calls to the other Olympians to assemble and fight 

at his side as Kratos ascends Mt. Olympus. Go positions Zeus as a player 

commanding an avatar. He directs the other gods’ attacks and attempts to preserve his 

power by having the Olympian gods carry out his goals and expectations. As a result, the 

cutscene generates an underlying conflict between Zeus and the player, the only other 

entity who utilizes an agent to carry out their commands within the gameworld. The 

player, who has a godlike presence through the player-avatar relationship, is now 

analogous to Zeus. As a result, the game generates a god-versus-god dynamic in addition 

to the conflict between Kratos and the Olympian gods. These conflicts reinforce the 

desire for the player to participate in the conflict and defeat the gods by exercising their 

own agency and control.

After GoW3 establishes Zeus as the Author-God and primary antagonist, the game 

then transitions to the tutorial level, where the player learns how to play Go W3. While 

cutscenes are the non-interactive element in GoW3’s narrative presentation, its gameplay 

suggests the player wields a degree of power within the gameworld. Although the rules 

and regulations set by GoW3’s developers make gameplay possible, the tutorial level 

gives the player an early sense of agency by clearly informing them how they impact the 

gameworld. The screenshot below (figure 1) is taken from the beginning of the tutorial
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level where the player learns the game’s controls. The left side of the screenshot

Figure 1: Screenshot from God o f War 5’s tutorial level

illustrates how to perform specific types of attacks in the game. For example, when the 

player presses the “square button” on their controller, Kratos will execute a “light attack,” 

the “triangle button” commands Kratos to execute a heavy attack, and so on. The initial 

sense of agency comes from the direct effect the player has on Kratos through the player- 

avatar relationship. Gameplay allows the player to fuse with the avatar, as “both of them 

are the Actor, both do the attacking” (Burn and Schott 224). The tutorial level represents 

Kratos, the game’s avatar, as a digital dummy or “kind of puppet” (Bum and Schott 221). 

This sensation, made possible by the player-avatar relationship, allows the player to 

exercise “a dramatic authorial function, pulling the character’s strings; or even a kind of 

author, composing a sequence” of actions (Bum and Schott 225). The player gives Kratos
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life and movement through their interaction, and Kratos ceases to function when the 

player steps away from the game. Gameplay allows the player to author Kratos’ actions 

within the gameworld and explore how their actions, through Kratos, can affect the 

gameworld.

However, merely scripting Kratos’ actions is not enough to generate a sense of 

agency. Gameplay only highlights what movement is possible within the game’s 

structure. The tutorial level highlights the ways in which the player does not have 

unlimited control over Kratos’ actions within the gameworld. Agency can only occur 

when the player feels “able to take actions in the world whose effects relate to the 

player’s intention” (Mateas 21). At the end of the introductory cutscene, Kratos yells to 

Zeus that he brings “the destruction of Olympus,” indicating that he will destroy the 

Olympian gods and their absolute power. As a result, the game’s controls need to be 

contextualized in Kratos’ violent quest and need to command Kratos to attack in order to 

create a sense of agency for the player. The controls (see figure 1) reflect the player’s 

expectation to inflict harm on the Olympian gods.

In addition to controlling Kratos, a digital dummy, GofVS’s gameplay also 

provides the player a sense of power by giving them a semblance of omniscience as they 

navigate through the game. GoW3’s gameplay employs a noticeably different perspective 

or point-of-view (POV) than most of its cutscenes. Waggoner defines third-person POV 

as a perspective that allows the player “to see the avatar or agent’s whole ‘body’” (41). 

During gameplay, the player’s POV is fixed slightly above Kratos, rather than the close-
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up camera shots frequently used during cutscenes. As the player controls Kratos, they 

“look down on him as” if they are gods controlling the world from above (Bum and 

Schott 226). This perspective puts the player in a godly, omniscient perspective as they 

can view Kratos and the gameworld immediately surrounding him. The player’s ability to 

gaze at the world around their avatar highlights what opportunities are available to the 

player to wield power within the game and contextualizes their actions. s use of

third-person POV invites the player to experiment with different actions, because the 

player can freely observe the actions and events surrounding Kratos and act accordingly.

GoW3’s tutorial level further reinforces the player’s sense of omniscience through 

the heads-up display (HUD). The HUD is the on-screen, user interface that communicates 

information to the player while they play. When the player plays as Kratos, they can 

monitor Kratos’ “health points, hit points, experience points, weapons and magic with 

quantified capacity” (Bum and Schott 221). The HUD serves a tool for the player as they 

“move through the game’s links and nodes, landscapes and events” (Bum and Schott 

221). The information the player reads from the gameworld and HUD helps them decide 

how they want to play a game. This decision making is only possible during GoW3’s 

gameplay sequences, and the player’s sense of agency stems from how they might attack 

a horde of enemies or attempt a certain puzzle embedded in the gameworld. For example, 

if the player sees multiple enemies surrounding Kratos, they can command Kratos to 

execute a magic attack or evade and attack enemies from behind in order to clear out the 

immediate area rather than focus on engaging one enemy head-to-head at a time.
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Although the game will eventually transition to the same cutscene no matter how the 

player played the game immediately before, they are able to explore and experiment with 

different actions and elements available to them within the gameworld.

GoWS's introductory cutscene and tutorial level reveal that the avatar allegorizes 

a paradoxical understanding of authorship and agency in the game, as the player is both a 

godlike figure in relation to Kratos but also subject to the game’s rules. The tutorial level 

presents Kratos as the player’s digital dummy and grants a level of omniscience to the 

player. The player is also bound to rules imposed by the gameplay and do not have the 

ability to control Kratos during the cutscenes. Further, Kratos is an embodiment of the 

game’s system. Michael Mateas notes that video games afford particular actions within 

its possibility space but ultimately still limit “what actions can be taken” (25). When the 

player becomes Kratos through the player-avatar relationship, they are inevitably subject 

to the game’s system and cannot operate outside the controls and rules of the game. 

Although the game’s interface may prompt the player to perform certain actions during 

the game, these actions will always be limited and guided by the game’s rules. The player 

has one real decision independent of the game, whether or not to play the game by 

GofV3’s rules and limitations. If the player chooses to forgo playing GoW3, then the 

game immediately ends, and the player is not subject to the game’s rules anymore. If the 

player chooses to participate in the game, then “they are willing to accept the internal 

logic” of the game, even though this logic may resemble nothing in the real world 

(Mateas 21). The decision moves beyond simply accepting GoW3’s rules and becomes a
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decision to make sense of an experience that “deviates from the logic of the real world” 

(Mateas 21). Thus, the decision to play as Kratos signals that the only way to have any 

sense control is to willingly relinquish it to the game’s system.

GoWS’s first boss fight against Poseidon utilizes the player-avatar relationship to 

reinforce the paradox of the player’s position of power and powerlessness. The

screenshot below (figure 2) comes from a cutscene that plays at the very beginning of

Figure 2: Screenshot from the boss fight between Kratos and Poseidon 

Kratos’ fight with Poseidon, in which Poseidon attempts to thwart Kratos and the titans’ 

ascension of Mt. Olympus.4 Poseidon assumes a larger form in his image, made of rock

4 At the end of God o f War 2, Kratos goes back in time and saves the Titans before they 
were defeated in the Titanomachy and brings them to the present to help him attack Zeus 
and the Olympian gods.
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and ocean, and towers over Kratos (see the center-bottom of figure 2). This boss fight 

recreates the player-avatar relationship, as Kratos is not directly battling Poseidon 

himself, but an embodiment controlled by Poseidon. Poseidon echoes Zeus’ call to arms 

from the first cutscene, as he mimics the player-avatar relationship by controlling an 

agent of his own to fight Kratos. The recreation of the player-avatar relationship signals 

how the player wields some level of power within the game, as the player is now 

analogous to Poseidon, a figure associated with authorial control and the game’s system. 

The player is equal to a god, the author, so their act of playing is equal to Poseidon’s 

creation of the gameworld. Both Poseidon and the player control some kind of 

embodiment of their original selves in the gameworld. As a result, the boss fight becomes 

a contest for power between the player, represented by Kratos, and the game’s system, 

represented by Poseidon. Poseidon attempts to preserve the existing power structure 

governed by the Olympian gods, whereas the player, through Kratos, seeks to control 

their own fate by destroying the Olympian gods’ rule. This boss fight illustrates how 

participating in Go tVS’s narrative is itself an act of confronting the godlike idea of 

authorship. Poseidon is a part of the hegemony Zeus establishes at the beginning of the 

game and as the god of the ocean, is one of the authorial forces that helped create the 

world. The player’s direct opposition with Poseidon highlights how their choice to 

involve themselves with the narrative is a choice to confront and wrestle power away 

from the author.

While the beginning of the boss fight depicts the gods assuming power and
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control, the events after the battle depict the opposite. The player’s sense of power and 

victory is only possible through the player-avatar relationship. Once the player defeats 

Poseidon, Kratos severs the Poseidon-avatar relationship by flying through the chest of 

the boss; he rips the real Poseidon out of his avatar and eliminates their connection. As a 

result, Poseidon’s avatar begins to go limp and fall back towards the sea below Mt. 

Olympus. This scene suggests that power only exists through the player’s participation 

with the game through the avatar. Although the player still must adhere to the game’s 

system, the player’s ability to succeed in the game is only possible by interacting with 

Kratos within the confines of the game. Poseidon immediately loses the fight when 

Kratos disconnects him from his avatar, whereas Kratos stands tall above the defeated 

god.

GoW3 also utilizes different POVs in the beginning of the boss fight versus the 

end of the boss fight to affirm the player’s position of power. In the beginning of the boss 

fight, Poseidon dominates the screen and represents the Olympian gods’ overbearing 

presence in the game by occupying as much of the visible gameworld as possible (see 

figure 2). However, at the end of the boss fight, this imagery is reversed. Below is a 

screenshot (figure 3) from the cutscene immediately after Kratos separates Poseidon from 

his avatar. Kratos stands tall, seemingly unphased by the battle, over Poseidon, who is 

bloodied and beaten. This shot illustrates that the hegemony between Poseidon and 

Kratos has been reversed as Kratos now towers over a kneeling Poseidon. In the 

screenshot below (figure 3), the player views the fallen Poseidon through Kratos’ eyes.
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Figure 3: Screenshot from Poseidon’s defeat

This change in perspective stands out as one of the few moments that GoW3 shifts to 

first-person POV, in which the player is “inside the body of the avatar or agent: the 

gameworld is seen as if looking through” a character’s eyes (Waggoner 41). This shift in 

POV creates a stronger bond with the avatar and generates a more immersive experience, 

as the player is now “acting on the screen rather than within the screen” (Waggoner 41). 

Kratos’ victory over Poseidon becomes more personal to the player, as the use of first- 

person POV helps the player feel “closer to the character” and potentially identify more 

“tightly with [the avatar’s] situatedness in the world” (Waggoner 42). Kratos and the 

player’s POV reinforces a sense of power and authority over the fallen god, as the gaze is 

now directed downwards towards Poseidon. The player and Kratos are now rewarded 

with a sense of power, as they successfully overcame Poseidon and now can ultimately
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determine Poseidon’s fate. The game acknowledges the player and Kratos’ strength over 

the Olympian gods, and Kratos now sits atop this hegemony. In other words, whereas the 

beginning of the battle showed Poseidon imposing his sheer might over Kratos, the game 

now thrusts Kratos and the players to the top of the hegemony through their participation 

in the game’s narrative.

When Kratos approaches Poseidon, the game instructs the player to start a “quick- 

time event” (QTE). During a QTE, the player is “required to input a limited number of 

commands” that appear on-screen within a time limit in order to continue the actions

displayed on-screen (Cassar 86). The screenshot below (figure 4) illustrates the end of the

Figure 4: Screenshot from the quick-time event prior to Poseidon’s death 

cutscene where Kratos approaches Poseidon, and the game prompts the player to initiate 

the QTE. For example, the player must press the “circle” button in order to start the QTE.
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If the player fails to press the command within the time given, Kratos’ attack is 

countered, he receives damage, or he dies, and the game immediately ends and fades to a 

“Game Over” screen. Robert Cassar notes that the player’s role is “severely limited in 

altering the narrative,” but they keep them “on the alert and focused at the task at hand” 

during otherwise non-interactive sections. During boss fights, QTEs are an attempt to 

bridge the cinematic immersiveness of a cutscene to interactive elements from gameplay 

(Cassar 86). GoW3 often uses QTEs to immerse the player in key moments in the game, 

especially when delivering the final blow to a boss.

Once the player initiates the QTE, they find themselves in a position of power and 

powerlessness, as GoW3 subverts the traditional player-avatar relationship. Although the 

cutscene preceding the QTE shows the player looking through Kratos’ eyes, now they see 

the action from Poseidon’s perspective. This immediately undercuts any feeling or 

sensation of control, as the player is now aligned with the now powerless god. The player 

occupies Poseidon’s body within the gameworld, and Poseidon feels like another avatar 

for the player. However, although the player occupies Poseidon’s body in the gameworld, 

they soon learn that they do not have any control over Poseidon. The player still controls 

Kratos, who is still visible on-screen, and each successful button command in the QTE 

prompts Kratos to violently strike Poseidon. Although the player has wielded some 

power up to this point through the player-avatar relationship, they are now powerless in 

the game’s system. Kratos is now a threat rather than an ally. GoW3 puts the player in 

two simultaneous POVs, first-person POV through Poseidon and third-person POV
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observing Kratos. This simultaneous connection to both Poseidon and Kratos within the 

same QTE subverts the player-avatar relationship. While most other moments in the 

game compare players to the Olympian gods to highlight the player’s own power and 

godlike status, the game now transforms the player to the authorial presence they have 

been trying to destroy as Kratos. This sequence of events reinforces that the player’s 

participation in the narrative is key to destroying the idea of godlike authorial presence in 

the game.

The QTE illustrates the complicated, poststructural relationship players have with 

the game. This QTE puts the player in a difficult position of power, as they are now 

connected to two characters through the game’s use of two different POV’s 

simultaneously5. The player exerts their power through Kratos’ defeat of Poseidon, but 

also powerless as they are also the one being struck through their embodiment of 

Poseidon. The player is connected to two conflicting sets of expectations and values. 

Poseidon represents the desire to survive and remain a god, whereas Kratos represents the 

desire to destroy the authority Poseidon and the other gods represent. Kratos cannot act 

without the player’s interaction, which also halts the progression of the story presented in 

the QTE. If the player fails or refuses to fulfill the button prompts in the QTE, the game’s 

story does not progress and Poseidon, and by association the player, live. If the player

5 Although the player views the gameworld through Poseidon’s POV, they ultimately do 
not control him as an avatar. Chapter Two discusses how controlling multiple avatars 
throughout the game impact the player’s experience.
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commands Kratos to kill Poseidon, then they must relinquish their position as a literal 

god in the game world to continue the story. While the player may have a sense of power 

within the narrative, they are still subject to the game’s system as the game forces them to 

kill themselves through Kratos’ execution of Poseidon.

The very end of the QTE highlights the player’s lack of power when participating 

in GoW3’s narrative. After Kratos brutally beats Poseidon, Poseidon attempts to crawl 

away from Kratos and escape over the cliff edge near them. Up until the final killing 

blow, the player witnesses this violent sequence in first-person POV through Poseidon’s 

perspective, as illustrated in the screenshot below (figure 5). The player sees Kratos

Figure 5: Screenshot from Kratos’ execution of Poseidon 

through Poseidon’s POV, as Kratos grips Poseidon’s head. Kratos’ hands frame the 

screen as the bottom of the screen prompts the player to press the L3 and R3 buttons
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simultaneously. This screenshot illustrates how the player does not wield any power in 

this moment as they are subsumed into Kratos here. The player’s gaze is a visual 

metaphor for how the game’s system, embodied by Kratos, prevails over the players’ 

existence within the gameworld. The focus on Kratos’ hands is also telling, as hands are 

the tools that are needed to create and write. The screenshot above emphasizes how 

Kratos is the driving authorial force in this cutscene, not the player. Further, when the 

player executes the button command on screen, Kratos grabs them (as Poseidon) by the 

head and gouges out his eyes before snapping his neck and finally killing him. The 

player’s feeling of powerlessness is reinforced by the final execution of the on-screen 

button prompts. The player commands Kratos to gouge out Poseidon and the player’s 

eyes within the game. Poseidon’s loss of his eyes allegorizes the player’s blindness to 

their lack of power on the game’s actual narrative despite being compared to the gods and 

having the ability to command a digital dummy. As Poseidon cannot escape his execution 

at the hands of Kratos, this QTE reminds the player that they cannot escape or overrule 

the constraints of the game. The player learns that their existence and power within the 

game cannot be through a godlike presence in the game, but as Kratos, a character and 

embodiment of the game’s system. Narratively, the agency rests on the character Kratos, 

who destroys another figure that has manipulated and controlled him since the first God 

of War game.

GoW3's final scenes also reinforce a poststructuralist sense of authorship through 

Kratos’ climactic confrontations against Zeus and his daughter Athena. At the end of the
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game, the player battles Zeus in a multi-round boss fight. In one of the final rounds of the 

fight, Zeus assumes a new, ethereal form and gains the upper hand against Kratos. He 

seemingly kills Kratos, who is sent to a purgatory-like afterlife. Kratos wanders this 

purgatory, powerless, until he comes across the ghosts of his dead wife and daughter. 

Kratos’ dead wife and daughter encourage him to forgive himself and accept the events 

that have happened, including his murdering of them. Prior to Kratos’ reunion with his 

family, his drive to attain power and find his freedom was fueled by his quest for 

vengeance. However, Kratos’ family reveals that Kratos’ power manifested from “hope,” 

created by Athena to combat the evil and fear unleashed by Pandora’s Box in the first 

God o f War game. The game presents a sharp shift in its presentation of where power 

originates. For much of the God o f War series, power was a product of the gods’ desire to 

control Kratos and Kratos’ desire to seek his vengeance against the gods. However, this 

power failed ultimately to defeat Zeus in their climactic battle and led to Kratos’ death. 

Kratos’ initial loss to Zeus allegorizes how power cannot be obtained through any simple, 

absolute quest for freedom. Instead, the idea that “hope” is the true origin of power 

signifies how power stems from the player’s choice to participate in the game’s rules.

The player’s power originates from their choice to relinquish a sense of agency and 

accept the events that happen out of their control. GoW3 encourages the player to 

consider that their power never stemmed from seeking control but accepting their lack of 

it. Although the player has gone through an experience that simultaneously placed them 

in a godlike position and undermined their powers through their interactions with Kratos,
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the game suggests that this process can give them hope to have agency and a more 

meaningful experience by participating in the narrative experience.

Upon this power’s reawakening within Kratos, he returns to the moment of his 

supposed death, repels Zeus’ grapple on him, and begins his final showdown with him. 

The last leg of the climactic battle between Zeus and Kratos immerses and transforms the 

player into Kratos. The player once again experiences the game through first-person 

POV, but this time through Kratos’ eyes, as illustrated in the screenshot below (figure 6).

Figure 6: Screenshot from the Kratos’ fight with Zeus 

The final confrontation with Zeus is both predicated on Kratos obtaining his freedom 

from the gods, but only through an extremely restricted and controlled manner. The first-

person POV illustrates a close alignment between Kratos’ and the player’s desire to 

eliminate the main source of control present in the game. The player embodies their
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avatar’s perspective within the gameworld rather than another being. While other QTEs 

and stretches of gameplay provided signals to the player that they were playing a game, 

such as the HUD and button prompts, this final stretch of gameplay removes any on

screen iconography. Further, every possible action the player commands in this scene is 

extremely simplified. Each button commands Kratos to strike Zeus. Although the 

player’s engagement with the game is extremely limited within the strict guidelines of 

this boss fight, it also provides the highest degree of agency for the player. Agency 

occurs when the player is fully immersed in the narrative and experiences some level of 

transformation as they consume the text (Mateas 21). The use of first-person POV, the 

disappearance of the HUD, and the absence of any button prompts “allows the player to 

transform themselves” into Kratos (Mateas 21-22). In this moment, the player is as 

closely aligned to Kratos’ desire to defeat and eliminate Zeus. The player Kratos, as the 

climax of this final sequence focuses completely on striking Zeus as many times as 

possible until he submits. Kratos’ defeat of Zeus highlights the poststructuralist lesson of 

agency where any sense of freedom and earning agency is only possible through 

accepting the limitations of the world Kratos is a part of, despite the rule-based style of 

gameplay.

When the player finally deals enough damage to Zeus to force him to submit to 

Kratos, the game immediately transitions to a QTE that represents both a figurative and 

literal loss of control before Kratos is completely free from Zeus’ control. The player, 

still in first-person POV with Kratos, approaches Zeus and readies to execute him. Rather
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than offering an elaborate or challenging sequence of button prompts, this QTE demands 

the player to press just one single button multiple times in succession. Each press of the 

button commands Kratos to strike Zeus’ head, and the game does not resume until the 

player stops pressing the button. The game allows the player to follow the button prompt 

for as long as they wish. The potentially unending violence suggests Kratos’ violent 

catharsis comes at losing any inhibitions in striking his enemy. As the player commands 

Kratos to pummel Zeus, the screen becomes covered in blood as they continuously hear 

the impact of Kratos’ fists against Zeus’ skull and the occasional grunt. The game only 

gives players one possible choice in this cutscene: beat Zeus until they stop. The player 

can command Kratos to hit Zeus if they choose to press the button, but by continuously 

pressing the button, the game does not transition to the next cutscene. illustrates

that full agency is an illusion and is circumscribed by an existing structure. Although the 

player may feel like they can control how much Kratos beats Zeus, the game ultimately 

traps the player in this QTE until they choose to stop hitting Zeus. Once the player stops, 

the game transitions into a final cutscene where Kratos watches Zeus finally die as the 

chains that have been wrapped around his forearms since the beginning of his servitude to 

Ares begin to unlink and fall off. This powerful moment illustrates how one final act of 

losing control directly led to Kratos’ freedom within the narrative. Kratos’ freedom 

reinforces the paradoxical nature of authorship and agency in as Kratos’ freedom

and denouement are only possible by the player’s choice to stop controlling him.

In the final cutscene, Athena, who has served as Kratos’ guide, witnesses Zeus’s
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death and has a final demand of Kratos: to give her the power of hope. Athena tells 

Kratos that she understands the power’s “true meaning” and that it “belongs” to her as 

she indirectly gave Kratos the power in the first God o f War. Athena displays a similar 

hubris to the other gods in the narrative, as she believes that only a god can own and 

control this power. Kratos refuses her request and declares that his “vengeance ends 

now.” GoW3 then forces the player “to do something which very few games have done, 

that is, to kill one’s own avatar” (Cassar 91-92). Below is a screenshot (figure 7)

Figure 7: Screenshot from Gos final quick-time event 

illustrating the game’s final prompt to command Kratos to kill himself As Kratos stands

in front of Athena holding the Blade of Olympus, Zeus’ personal weapon from the first 

titanomachy, the game gives the player their final button commands. When the player 

presses those buttons, Kratos turns the weapon around and stabs himself “in one final
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self-defiant and defining moment,” which releases Kratos’ power of hope to all mankind 

(Cassar 92). Kratos’ act of suicide asserts that power does not rest with any single entity, 

and all of mankind have access to this power. Kratos’ final act of defiance and freedom 

from the last remaining god of the game illustrates that agency comes from relinquishing 

any godlike sense of control. The button prompt marks the last time the player was able 

to control Kratos in any way and are unable to stop the action as Kratos kills himself. 

Kratos eliminates any potential connection he has to the gods, including the player, and at 

this point, the player can only watch the remaining actions unfold on-screen. The death of 

all the gods in Kratos’ life led to him finally enacting his own agency. Further, Kratos’ 

suicide also marks the destruction of the rules and limitations the player experiences in 

the game. Kratos’ death highlights how rules and limitations make it possible for the 

player to experience any sense of agency. Kratos, as the avatar, simultaneously allows the 

player to participate in the narrative and bind them to the limitations of the game’s 

system. Once Kratos kills himself, there’s no more game to play, and the players loses 

all control of Kratos or ability to engage with the gameworld, ending narrative

and severing the player-avatar relationship.

The player has a complex relationship with Kratos in GoW3. The game’s 

narrative, at its core, centers on a man who fights to free himself from the gods’ control 

and finally become an autonomous being. However, in order to achieve this goal, Kratos 

needs the player’s participation through the player-avatar relationship to realize this goal. 

GoW3 gamifies a poststructural understanding of authorship by problematizing the
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romantic notion of a powerful, godlike authorial figure. The game places the player in 

both godlike and puppet-like positions, both of which are positions ultimately controlled 

by the game’s system throughout the story. After Kratos sacrifices himself and releases 

the power of hope to mankind, Athena laments that that power was meant for her, and 

people will not know what to do with it. As Athena chastises Kratos, he gives a final 

scowl, indicating that power does not rest on any one god. Instead, Kratos’ sacrifice 

provides the player with the hope of a better understanding of agency and its limitations. 

Although the game’s plot ends with Kratos’ supposed death, the player can choose to 

exercise the power Kratos left humanity and continue co-authoring story from the game’s 

discourse. Players often build on a game’s narrative by writing fan-fiction stories, 

debating events that happened throughout the game, and producing scholarly work. In 

fact, this first chapter is a prime example that narrative has not ended yet.

Although GoW3 controlled the focus and discussion of this chapter, it allowed me to find 

new meaning and construct a story about agency and authorship in which others can 

engage with.
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Chapter Two 

“You Keep Finding Something to Fight for:”

Exploring Identity and Character-Spaces through Multiple Avatars in The Last o f Us 

Chapter One argues that in order to beat a narrative driven video game, the player 

must follow their avatar’s goals and accept the confines of the game’s system. Many 

single player games such as God of War 3 tend to have the player control one character 

throughout the narrative. This allows the player to align themselves with their avatar, 

their surrogate in the gameworld as well as a character within the story, easily and 

without interruption. However, some games, such as Naughty Dog’s critically acclaimed 

game The Last o f Us (TLoU), have the player interact with multiple avatars. TLoU, 

originally released in 2013 for the PlayStation 3, is a survival-horror action game that 

takes place in a post-apocalyptic United States in the year 2033. 20 years prior to the 

main events of the game, a mass outbreak of a mutant cordyceps fungus devastated the 

human population by infecting people’s brains and transforming them into aggressive, 

zombie-like creatures known as the infected. As the pandemic continued to spread, the 

United States government devolved into a militant police state in its attempt to protect 

any remaining survivors and keep them quarantined in city centers away from the 

infected. For most of the game, the player takes control of Joel, a black-market smuggler 

who lost his daughter Sarah at the start of the pandemic and now works dehumanizing 

jobs to survive. After Joel completes one of his jobs, he crosses paths with Marlene, the 

leader of a small militia group known as the Fireflies, who hopes to restore the lawful
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government of the United States and find a cure for the Cordyceps Brain Infection. She 

convinces Joel to escort Ellie, a 14-year-old orphan bom during the pandemic, to the 

Fireflies’ clandestine medical facility across the country. Ellie is later revealed to be 

immune to the Cordyceps Brain Infection, and the completion of Joel’s job suggests that 

the cure to the pandemic is finally within reach.

In this chapter, I argue that the player-avatar relationship in highlights a 

poststructuralist understanding of identity development. Video games inherently foster 

complex explorations of identity, which is always in “contest and revision” (Butler 19). 

James Paul Gee argues that when playing a video game, the player simultaneously 

manages multiple identities (What Video Games 49). The first identity is the player’s 

“ real-world identity,” the player’s actual identity independent from the game, and their 

second identity is their '‘'"virtual identity,” the character the player plays as in the video 

game (What Video Games 49). Gee contends that there is a third identity, the “ 

identity,” where the player posits their own “values and desires onto” their avatar and 

creates an identity that combines the real player’s and virtual character’s individual goals 

and values (What Video Games 50). The projective identity helps the player understand 

how much agency they can wield in the game, as “it is both active (the player actively 

does things) and reflexive, in the sense that once the player has made some choices about 

the virtual character, the virtual character is now developed in a way that sets certain 

parameters about what the player can now do” (What Video Games 53-54). The 

projective identity helps the player develop a “projective stance -  a double-sided stance
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towards the world (virtual or real) in terms of which we humans see the world 

simultaneously as a project imposed on us and as a site onto which we can actively 

project our desires, values or goals” (The Projective Stance 95-96). Video games help the 

player develop this projective stance, as it gives them an opportunity to practice and 

experiment how their values and goals translate in the context of the simulated 

gameworld. Gee argues that good video games foster “profound feelings of mastery and 

control” when the player feels they were successfully able to fulfill the goals of their 

projective identity in the game ( The Projective Stance 99).

For games with a single avatar, the player’s development of their projective 

identity with the avatar is a continuous, seamless process, as the player only needs to 

understand their values through the lens of one character. In TLoU, the player interacts 

with multiple avatars, which disrupts the process of developing a consistent projective 

identity. The player’s identity becomes attached to others’ values and goals in ways that 

may not perfectly align with Joel’s. In addition to Joel, the player also takes control of 

Sarah during the game’s Prologue and as Ellie during the Winter section of the game.6 

However, despite the existence of multiple avatars, Joel’s motives and desires drive the 

game. Joel often dismisses or prevents other characters from fulfilling their own goals or 

acting on their desires. As a result, his presence in TLoU creates a patriarchal structure 

within the game that is reinforced by his consistent undermining and control of other

6 TLoU is separated into 6 main parts: The Prologue, Summer, Fall, Winter, Spring, and 
the Epilogue.
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character’s positions within the narrative. Sarah and Ellie encourage the player to 

challenge the system Joel puts in place and re-negotiate their identity within the context 

of Joel’s narrative, whether they agree or disagree with Joel’s motives and goals. 

highlights how various identities have “powers and limitations... in terms of specific 

affordances and disaffordances,” but these identities are always tested against a larger 

system (The Projective Stance 97). In other words, the player’s ability to take a projective 

stance and experience a sense of agency can only be understood and dictated by Joel, 

who establishes the structure that dominates them and other characters in the game.

The Prologue section of TLoU establishes Joel as the focal point of the narrative 

by designating Joel’s identity as a father and protector. At the start of the game, the 

player learns that Joel is a loving father who shares a deep relationship with his daughter 

Sarah as the player watches them celebrating his birthday and spending quality time 

together. At the end of the cutscene, Joel tucks Sarah into bed after she falls asleep and 

tells her, “good night, baby girl” before the screen fades to black. The phrase “baby girl” 

reflects Joel’s endearment for Sarah, as his life and purpose stem from of his desire to 

love and protect her. This utterance by Joel also infantilizes Sarah and automatically 

assigns her role in the narrative as his daughter. Sarah is asleep in this scene and does not 

communicate or display any other characteristics or identities outside of what Joel 

assigns. Although this interaction makes sense as one between a father and his daughter, 

Joel’s interaction with Sarah foreshadows his continuous efforts to assign other 

characters a role or identity in the game.
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After the first cutscene concludes, the player’s interaction with Sarah in the 

game’s first gameplay sequence reinforces Joel as the focal point of the narrative at the 

expense of Sarah’s character development. The player finds themselves controlling 

Sarah, the first playable avatar. The screenshot below (figure 8) is taken from the

Figure 8: Screenshot from Sarah’s section in s Prologue 

Prologue as the player guides Sarah through her house looking for Joel. The screenshot 

above is extremely minimal and communicates almost no information about Sarah. In 

almost every other gameplay sequence in TLoU, the player has a heads-up display (HUD) 

that conveys information about their avatar, such as “health points, hit points, experience 

points, and other data (Bum and Scott 221). Although all video games limit the range of 

actions a player can command of their avatar, the gameplay in the Prologue is extremely 

limited in comparison to the rest of the game. The player is only able to move Sarah 

around the house and observe various items, indicated by the circle icon in figure 8. The
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limited gameplay suggests that Sarah, and through the player-avatar relationship the 

player, are minor characters with little identity to start the game. Narrative theorist Alex 

Woloch defines actions as “the finite, limited manifestation” of a character’s “interior 

thoughts” or motives (13). The player and Sarah cannot execute any actions that reflect 

any deeper values or desires outside of moving her through the house and picking up 

items. This indicates that both the player and Sarah are merely secondary characters, as 

their narrow scope of actions do not accurately reflect their full identity.

Sarah’s primary function is to help the player gain insight about Joel and learn 

about the impending outbreak of the cordyceps fungus the root of the game’s conflict. As 

the player moves Sarah through the house, they do not learn any backstory or additional 

information about Sarah. The only similarity the player and Sarah share is being unaware 

of what is going on in the gameworld and trying to find out where Joel is. The Prologue 

tasks the player to identify background information about Joel (e.g. the player picks up a 

birthday card from Sarah calling Joel “the best dad every year”) and deduce what events 

led up to the outbreak (e.g. the player can read a newspaper with headlines about a 

“mysterious infection” spreading and a “crazed woman” who killed her husband and 3 

others). Although Sarah is the game’s avatar in this moment, she barely develops any 

“character-space,” a character’s “determined space and position within the narrative as a 

whole,” because even as the avatar, the game ultimately forces the player’s attention on 

Joel (Woloch 14). Sarah lacks any complex controls or extensive character development 

early in the game, which prevents the player from developing a full projective identity.
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Instead, Sarah functions as a narrative worker, as her “functional capacity” is to help 

“other characters enter into the narrative” (Woloch 22). The player begins TLoU as a 

secondary character to Joel, and their control of Sarah creates “a tension between our 

sense of the character as an actual human placed within an imagined world and the space 

of the character within the narrative structure” (Woloch 13). Although the player has not 

controlled Joel or connected with him as a character, the game places Joel at the center of 

the narrative. The player enters the narrative seemingly outside of Joel’s identity, but is 

still subject to Joel’s command of the narrative.

Sarah’s lack of character space and the player’s limited ability to act within the 

gameworld allows Joel to establish a system based on his motives and priorities in TLoU. 

Joel re-re-enters the narrative when he saves Sarah from a neighbor infected by the 

cordyceps fungus. The infected neighbor breaks into Joel’s home and attacks Sarah, who 

merely screams and becomes too scared to act. Joel’s heroism and protection of Sarah 

reinforces his position as a protector and establishes his dominance in the game. Sarah’s 

lack of development and Joel’s ability to act places Joel at the top of the game’s emerging 

“character-system,” where “different character-spaces or various modes through which 

human figures are inflected into the narrative” (Woloch 32). After Joel saves Sarah, they 

rendezvous with Joel’s brother Tommy, and the family attempts to flee the initial 

outbreak in the city. As the family attempts to drive to safety, they see a family 

hitchhiking and trying to escape as well. Tommy suggests that they should “see what they 

need,” but Joel angrily responds, “What do you think you’re doing? Keep driving!” to his
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brother. Despite Tommy’s reasoning that “they got a kid” and Sarah’s observation that 

their truck has room for additional people, Joel commands Tommy to drive past the 

family and tells Tommy he has not seen what Joel has witnessed in the outbreak so far. 

Sarah laments that they should have helped them. This conflict between Joel and his 

family illustrates that all characters “jostle for limited [character-space] within the same 

fictive universe” (Woloch 13). It is impossible for Joel, Tommy, and Sarah to all have 

their desires realized during this argument. Joel, the protagonist, asserts his dominance by 

commanding Tommy and ignoring Sarah’s wishes. Joel’s desires take precedence over 

the others, and this scene illustrates how character-spaces within a narrative interact and 

push against each other. Joel overrides Tommy’s and Sarah’s concerns, and as a result, 

Joel begins to reinforce a structure defined by his motives and values.

Joel also prevents the player from taking a projective stance and puts the player in 

a complicated position in this scene. The player must either align with their avatar at the 

cost of any desires being fulfilled by Joel or betray their avatar and agree with the most 

dominant figure of the narrative. During this scene, the player still controls Sarah, albeit 

in a much more limited capacity, and is still able to control Sarah’s field of vision. 

Though limited, these controls still make Sarah the avatar, which suggests the player 

needs to be aligned with her character’s goals. Gee notes that the player projects an 

identity ‘onto their virtual character based both on their values and on what the game has 

taught them about what such a character should or might be” ( What Video Games 53). 

The projective stance provides the player an opportunity to weigh decisions in the game
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world based on their own and their avatar’s experiences and explore the consequences of 

their decision. In this moment, TLoU presents the player with the choice either to save the 

family or to ignore them. No matter what stance the player takes in this situation, Joel, a 

non-playable character in this scene, commands Tommy to ignore the family in need. All 

the player can do is to agree or disagree with Joel’s decision, as they do not have any 

direct lack of input or ability to change the actions on screen. If the player believes the 

best choice is to save the family, they are completely aligned with their avatar. However, 

Joel shuts off any potential agency the player may try to exercise, as Joel prohibits the 

player from fulfilling their and Sarah’s desires. On the other hand, if the player agrees 

with Joel, they may feel more validated in their decision and feel their desires being 

ultimately acted out, as they are now following the dominant, oppressive figure in the 

narrative. The player’s agreement with Joel suggests a willingness to relinquish an 

opportunity to exercise agency or experiment with their identity, but at the cost of 

betraying their identity formation with their current avatar. This tension in identity 

formation highlights how the player’s identity cannot be understood outside of the 

context of Joel, who serves as a larger controlling structure.

When the player starts to play as Joel from the middle of the Prologue and 

beyond, they can finally project and act out desires that are more aligned with Joel in the 

context of the narrative. Below is a screenshot (figure 9) taken from s “options” 

menu, which reminds the player of the game’s basic controls. The game expands the
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Figure 9: Screenshot displaying s controls

player’s controls when they assume control of Joel. The controls illustrated above are 

“designed to invite the real-world player to form certain sorts of goals,” such as keeping 

Joel alive and survive the post-apocalyptic world ( Projective Stance 97). When the

player first gains control of Joel, they must help him escape the chaos of the initial 

outbreak safely while carrying an injured Sarah. When the Prologue ends with Sarah’s 

accidental death and cuts to 20 years later in the Summer of 2033, Joel must survive the 

bleak, post-apocalyptic landscape by working as a black-market smuggler. In both cases, 

the allowable actions in the game enable Joel’s motives to survive to be fully acted out. 

Gee argues that when the avatar’s goals and the virtual world of the game mesh together, 

the player can more easily project their identities onto the avatar, as they can accept the 

actions needed to meet Joel’s ambitions (96). The system reinforces Joel’s identity as a
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survivalist, as these controls focus on helping Joel fight, shoot, traverse environments, 

and craft important items like health packs and bombs (latter not pictured in the controls 

above). Unlike the gameplay during Sarah’s section in the Prologue, the player can now 

work towards goals that align with Joel’s desires. The player gains character-space as the 

game affords them to perform more actions that are aligned with Joel and the player’s 

goals to survive a harsh, post-apocalyptic reality. This creates a greater feeling as agency, 

as the player is “able to take actions in the world whose effects relate” to and help them 

and Joel successfully navigate the game world (Mateas 21). In other words, Joel’s 

position as the avatar allows him and the player to occupy more character-space within 

the character-system.

Although the player gains character-space through their interactions with Joel, 

Joel continues to control the character-system by invalidating Elbe’s importance during 

their first encounter. Ellie is introduced to Joel and Tess, Joel’s partner-in-crime during 

smuggling runs and implied love interest, when they cross paths with Marlene after Joel 

and Tess complete one of their jobs. Marlene coerces Joel and Tess to smuggle Ellie 

across the country to the Fireflies’ secret medical base. As a new character, Ellie has yet 

to develop any character-space compared to the game’s other characters at this point. 

However, the game signals that Ellie holds some importance in the game through 

Marlene’s orders to keep Ellie safe and a page of orders the player can find on a dead 

Firefly soldier during this level. The orders emphasize that Elbe’s “safety is of the utmost 

importance” and implies that Elbe will be an important character later in the story.
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Despite these orders, Joel and Tess dismiss Ellie’s importance, as they simply see her as 

“cargo” that needs to be delivered. Joel and Tess see Ellie as something less than human 

and a burden that must be dealt with. Joel’s aversion to Ellie shows how he generates a 

value system within the game’s character-system. Joel acts as a gatekeeper to the 

character-system by choosing not to validate Elbe’s importance and denying her 

character-space within the narrative. He highlights how a character’s importance and 

character-space can only be granted in the context of a larger, dominating structure.

As Joel continues to dismiss Elbe’s importance, he also prevents the player from 

exercising agency by controlling how much they learn about Elbe. Elbe’s persistence in 

trying to present herself as a valued character creates an opportunity for the player to 

question their identity in relation to Joel. Elbe indicates that she knows why she must be 

transported and kept safe during their journey. In this moment, Elbe suggests that she 

holds exclusive knowledge and controls who knows or does not know this knowledge. 

Elbe also attempts to converse with Joel and get to know him. However, Joel 

continuously dismisses Elbe and “could give two shits about” Elbe’s. Joel limits Elbe’s 

agency and character development by continuously stopping Elbe from sharing additional 

information about her or building a relationship with him. Joel’s dismissal of Elbe 

prevents her from acting on her motive to be as important as other characters in the 

narrative so far. Joel controls the character-space Elbe can occupy, because he determines 

the amount of characterization she can share with him and the player. Further, Joel’s lack 

of desire to know about Elbe re-introduces the potential conflict the player may have with
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Joel, as Joel prevents the player from learning why Ellie is important for Marlene and the 

Fireflies. Joel, as an independent virtual character, creates tension between the real-world 

identity of the player and their projective identity with him. Since Joel prevents the player 

from learning more about Ellie, whether it is against their desires or not, he forces the 

player to re-assess their real-world identity’s goals and motives while playing TLoU, as 

they may not always align perfectly with their virtual character’s identity ( What Video 

Games 49-50). This scene reminds the player that there are always multiple identities that 

push and pull against each other as they play the game, and all of these identities are in a 

constant negotiation process under the guise of a larger structure.

Despite Joel’s efforts to minimize Elbe’s importance, she catapults herself to the 

center of the narrative when she’s revealed to be immune to the Cordyceps Brain 

Infection. As Joel and Tess are escorting Ellie outside the quarantine zone, two patrolling 

military members ambush them and scan all three for the Cordyceps Brain Infection. 

When they get to Ellie, she panics and attacks them with a switchblade. Joel and Tess 

manage to overcome the soldiers during the distraction and kill them. They both realize 

that the soldier was successful in scanning Ellie and see that she is infected. Ellie claims 

that her bite is three weeks old, which is much longer than the two days it takes for 

someone to succumb to the fungus. The cure to a pandemic is at the heart of almost all 

post-apocalyptic contagion narratives, because the cure is key to restoring any 

resemblance of human civilization before the outbreak. Elbe’s immunity immediately 

changes her from a periphery character to a central character, and her existence forces
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Tess and Joel to change their motives. Although Ellie is still a secondary character at this 

point, Joel and Tess share Ellie’s goal in potentially finding a cure for the cordyceps 

pandemic. Now, the game’s action moves to fulfilling both character’s desires, as the 

player must ensure Ellie’s survival in addition to Joel’s survival. Joel’s newfound goal to 

protect Ellie leads to an increase in Ellie’s character-space, as the in-game action now 

supports her goals. Ellie’s immunity also helps settle the tension between the player’s 

identity and Joel’s identity, as all entities now share the same goal.

In the middle of the Summer section, Tess dies, and her death illustrates that the 

character-system is dynamic, as Ellie gains character-space after Tess exits the narrative. 

When Joel, Tess, and Ellie are ambushed by a squadron of military patrol outside of the 

quarantine zone, Tess reveals that she was bitten a few hours prior and sacrifices herself 

to allow Joel and Ellie time to escape. Tess relinquishes her character-space voluntarily 

and as a result creates new space within the character-system. Her death allows Ellie to 

grow in importance and function. As Joel and Ellie escape the military patrol, the player 

observes that Ellie begins to act the same way Tess did as a non-playable companion. 

Like Tess, Ellie calls out the locations of nearby military patrols and infected people and 

helps Joel access seemingly inaccessible areas in the level. Within the system of the 

game, Ellie is Tess, as she becomes a more complex “narrative worker” who functions as 

a radar and a key to unlock new areas within the level (Woloch 22). Ellie’s increase in 

function and importance still pits her as a secondary character in relation to Joel, as she 

still works in service for Joel and the player.
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Joel continues to resist Ellie’s growth in character in character-space by explicitly 

preventing opportunities for her to resemble or perform his role as a protector. As the 

player works through the Summer section, Ellie asks Joel multiple times for a gun, 

because she is a “good shot” and can “handle” herself. Even when the player comes 

across a useable bow, Ellie asks to use it, but Joel denies her. The bow then immediately 

appears in the player’s inventory. The non-antagonistic characters’ ability to wield a gun 

suggests that that character functions in a protector role, as Joel and Tess used guns to 

protect Ellie and fend off infected and human enemies. Joel denies Ellie the opportunity 

to develop an identity that resembles his role as the protector and prevents her from 

turning into “a copy, an imitation, [or] a derivative” of himself (Butler 20). As a result, 

Joel keeps her in the cargo role he initially assigned her. Further, Joel denies the player 

any potential input on how to utilize Ellie. This small exchange between Ellie and Joel 

recreates a site of tension between the player and Joel. Joel dictates the roles and 

functions of other characters, and the player does not have any ability to resist this action. 

Joel prevents the player from developing a projective identity, as the player may not align 

with Joel and cannot fulfill their own motives and desires in this scene. Joel prevents the 

player from developing a projective stance, as they cannot directly observe how their 

desires can play out in the gameworld. In other words, Joel’s dominance in the narrative 

restricts the player’s identity development within the gameworld, as he is “the norm that 

determines” the reality in TLoU (Butler 20). Joel’s denial of Ellie’s growth and any desire 

on the player’s part on how Ellie should be utilized is an attempt to preserve his position
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atop the character-system.

Despite Joel’s efforts to keep Ellie in the “cargo” role in the narrative, Ellie 

eventually expands her place in the character-system by saving Joel from imminent 

death. At the end of the Summer section, Joel and Ellie must escape a group of hostile 

survivors called the Hunters, named for their reputation of brutally killing anybody who 

enters their territory and stealing their supplies. One of the Hunters attacks Joel and 

almost succeeds in drowning him, but Ellie saves Joel by shooting the Hunter in the head 

with his own gun. Although Joel is initially angry at Ellie disobeying his order to not 

carry a firearm, he eventually thanks Ellie for saving his life. Joel even gives Ellie a 

couple of guns picked off other dead Hunters so she can provide cover fire while he 

carves a path to escape the Hunters’ territory. Ellie grows in importance and develops as 

a character as she now owns a gun and becomes connected to Joel’s role as a protector. 

Her function within the game moves beyond radar and navigator, as she now protects 

Joel and helps take down enemies during firefights. Ellie begins to take over Tess’ 

original identity at the beginning of the game, as Tess protected Joel while they traversed 

the gameworld. Ellie grows her character-space as she now acts more like Joel’s partner 

rather than a subordinate character. Ellie’s actions within the game also reflect her 

growing narrative importance, as Joel begins to warm up more to Ellie and begins having 

more conversations with her. Joel noticeably makes more complimentary remarks 

towards Ellie as the player works through the end of the Summer section, suggesting that 

Ellie and Joel are developing a relationship.
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At the end of the Fall section, Joel becomes incapacitated with a life-threatening 

injury while fighting off a group of cannibals pursuing them. As a result, Ellie becomes 

the avatar during the Winter section. Ellie’s position as the avatar initially does not seem 

change the player’s identity development. When the player takes control of Ellie, they 

learn that her gameplay is almost identical Joel’s gameplay, as she can perform many of 

the same abilities as Joel, including shooting, fighting, traversing the gameworld, hearing 

enemies from a distance and crafting key supplies (e.g. shooting, crafting items, etc.) as 

Joel. Ellie’s resemblance to Joel in gameplay is also reinforced by the lack of differences 

in the narrative presentation between Joel and Ellie, illustrated by the screenshot below 

(figure 10). Even the HUDs look the same when controlling either character. Although 

Ellie is a different character, TLoU needs her to function as a Joel-esque character so the 

player can navigate the post-apocalyptic gameworld. The game preserves Joel’s 

dominance over the character system “again and again” as the player’s experiences 

minimal changes in gameplay between Joel and Ellie (Butler 24). TLoU prevents the 

player from acting as anything different than a Joel-like figure, even though Ellie’s 

characterization is different than Joel’s.



Figure 10: Screenshots comparing gameplay between Ellie and Joel 

Although Ellie functions as a clone of Joel, her position as the avatar also 

indicates Joel’s dominance of TLoLPs character-system is unstable. Prior to the Winter 

section, Joel dominated the narrative and the character-system, because he was able to 

consistently perform actions, such as shooting and fighting, that reiterated his identity as 

a protect and a survivalist. Prior to the Winter section, these actions made sense as Joel 

was characterized as somebody that learned how to fight the harsh reality of the post- 

apocalyptic world. The plot of TloU needed Joel to perform these actions, which led Joel
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to become the dominant figure in the narrative. However, when the player takes control 

of Ellie, they learn that Joel’s abilities are not exclusive to him, as a 14-year-old girl 

shares almost the exact same abilities as a hardened survivalist. Ellie’s position as the 

avatar highlights how Joel’s abilities and actions did not solely establish his dominance. 

The “ repetition” of Joel’s actions establishes the “ ” of the very structure he

imposes (Butler 18). When Joel is absent from the narrative, any character who can 

perform Joel’s actions has an opportunity to change from a secondary character to the 

main character and take over the character-system. As a character, Ellie disrupts the guise 

of the game by having the player be able to successfully play the game as a teenage girl. 

This stretch of gameplay allows the player to reconsider their projective identity, as there 

are other characters who have different values and motives than Joel but with all the 

abilities needed to successfully navigate the gameworld. This re-characterization of Ellie 

and her abilities gives the player a chance to resist the structure Joel has established in the 

game.

The Winter section reveals that Joel’s dominance of the character system was not 

due to his abilities in the gameworld. Instead, Joel dominates the character-system of 

TLoUby consistently undermining other character’s roles and functions within the 

narrative, even when he is physically absent from the narrative. When the player plays as 

Ellie, their primary objective is to keep Joel alive by scavenging the nearby forest and 

town to forage for food and medicine. The current avatar usually invites the player to 

“project an identity onto their virtual character based on their own values and on what the
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game has taught them about what such a character should or might be and become”

(What Video Games 53). Instead, the game temporarily forces the player to divert from 

the duo’s overarching mission to find a cure to the pandemic to ensuring Joel’s survival. 

Joel hijacks the player’s focus from Ellie to himself. This shift in focus is jarring, because 

the player is again controlling an avatar that is in service to a dominant, yet absent 

character. This section of the game marks the third time in which the player has 

controlled a different character and had the potential to develop and negotiate a projective 

identity. However, Sarah, Ellie, and the player are forced to relinquish their own desires 

in service of Joel. In the Winter section, Ellie’s focus on Joel’s survival highlights how 

she values her relationship with Joel, but her role as a survivalist and protector shift from 

her character development to helping preserve Joel in the narrative.

After Ellie finds and delivers some medicine to Joel, Joel re-enters the narrative as 

a playable avatar. In this stretch of gameplay, Ellie attempts to divert a group of cannibals 

from finding him. Once Ellie is caught by the cannibal group’s leader David, Joel stirs 

awake after being administered the medicine that Ellie was able to procure earlier in the 

level. In this section, the player oscillates between the two avatars, which complicates the 

player’s development of projective identity. The game now oscillates between the two 

avatars, with the same abilities and powers, who are competing for character-space.

TLoUplaces the player in a paradoxical position here. When they play as Joel, Ellie 

appears to be a damsel-in-destress that needs to be saved from the cannibal group’s 

clutches. As a result, Joel’s gameplay re-establishes his identity as a protector. However,
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when the player plays as Ellie, she has evolved into hardened survivalist who is capable 

of defeating enemies that pose a threat to her and Joel’s survival in the game. The player 

observes Ellie’s power and capabilities as she escapes David’s jail cell and kills his 

accomplice. The player helps Ellie escape to an abandoned ski chalet where the player 

helps Ellie kill David in a one-on-one fight. Ellie represents a threat to Joel’s dominance 

of the character-system, as the oscillation between the two avatars depicts both characters 

as equally powerful and deserving of narrative attention.

When Joel and Ellie finally reunite, Joel preserves his dominance of the character- 

system despite Ellie’s character growth and the player’s identification with Ellie 

throughout the Winter section. After Ellie brutally executes David, Joel consoles her by 

telling her “it’s okay, it’s okay, it’s okay now,” and calls Ellie “baby girl” as he holds and 

comforts her. Joel’s utterance of “baby girl” echoes the language Joel used with his 

daughter Sarah during the Prologue. This places him in a position of power again, as he 

designates Ellie into a surrogate daughter role and the player into a secondary role in the 

narrative. Ellie, who has demonstrated to have the same abilities and importance as Joel, 

is now compared to Sarah, a minor character with little identity or agency compared to 

Joel in the Prologue. She is infantilized by Joel, as his desire to be a father figure for Ellie 

takes priority in this scene. Further, the player has played as Ellie throughout the Winter 

section and developed a projective identity through her as an avatar. Joel’s infantalization 

of Ellie also puts the player into a secondary role in the narrative, as they are also 

identified as Ellie. This scene catapults Joel back to the top of the character-system and
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indicates that the player is not Joel; they only play as him. Joel’s utterance of “baby girl” 

preserves his dominance in the game, as he and Ellie cannot co-exist in the same capacity 

in the structure of the game. His dominance must come at the expense of Ellie’s growing 

character-space, even though she has demonstrated to have the same capabilities as him 

and the sane narrative importance. This cutscene is jarring for the player, as the game 

offered them an opportunity to explore a new identity with Ellie, but they forced to 

relinquish that identity when the game reinserts Joel into the narrative.

As the player resumes control of Joel and begins working through the Spring 

section of TLoU, Joel introduces a deviation from his and Ellie’s original mission to find 

a cure for the cordyceps pandemic. Joel suggests that they “don’t have to do this,” and 

they can return to Tommy’s camp7 and “be done with this.” However, Ellie responds that 

she wants to press on, as their journey “can’t be for nothing.” This is the first instance in 

since Ellie’s reveal of her immunity where Joel’s and Ellie’s goals are not completely 

aligned, as Joel begins to consider a more personal motive while Ellie remains steadfast 

in her utilitarian goal. The player is now caught in the middle of these two desires, as 

they have played as both avatars and projected part of their own identities onto them. 

They may be controlling Joel now, but since Ellie has been connected to the player, the 

player may recognize her motive is valid as well. The game begins to force the player to

7 In the Fall section, Joel reunites with Tommy who is the leader of his own camp of 
survivors. Joel initially attempts to convince Tommy to escort Ellie in his stead, but 
ultimately decides to continue accompanying Ellie to the Fireflies’ base.
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re-examine what their own goals and values are at this point in the game, as both 

characters have conflicting desires at this point. In this scene, the game validates Ellie’s 

choice and not Joel’s, as the player continues to guide the duo to the Fireflies’ medical 

facility. The tension between Joel and Ellie’s goals represent an opportunity for the 

player to observe that Joel’s hold over the character-system is becoming less permanent 

than before, as his new goal may not ultimately be realized. Although the player has been 

forced to act in service to Joel’s desires, this moment in the game reveals that Joel’s 

stranglehold over the narrative is weakening, and the game invites the player to consider 

what goals and desires they have for the end of the game. The game may force the player 

to continue playing as Joel, but this time it is in the service Ellie who is the most 

important character for this post-apocalyptic story.

Although the game’s other characters validate Ellie’s choice to be experimented 

on for a cure, Joel ultimately commandeers the character-system by preserving his own 

self-interests at the cost of Ellie’s and the player’s agency. When Joel and Ellie finally 

make it to the Fireflies’ base, Joel acknowledges Ellie’s importance and power during 

their journey, as he tells Marlene they were able to survive, because “she fought like hell 

out there.” After Ellie has been taken in to be prepped for surgery, Joel learns from 

Marlene that the doctors must extract the cordyceps fungus from the brain in order to
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engineer a vaccine. In other words, Ellie must die in order to save mankind.8 When Joel 

objects, Marlene tells him, “This isn't about me or even her. There is no other choice 

here,” The game validates Ellie’s and Marlene’s choice to sacrifice Ellie for the greater 

good. Marlene’s dialogue with Joel elevates Ellie’s position from survivalist and Joel’s 

surrogate daughter to that of mankind’s savior. This also validates the player if they have 

aligned their values and goals to Ellie’s, as “the game has taught them about what such a 

character should or might be and become” (What Video Games 53). The player gains 

satisfaction that they finally accomplished the major shared goal across multiple 

characters from the beginning of the game, which was to ultimately save humanity and 

end the pandemic. The game introduces the possibility that closure to the narrative does 

not rely on fulfilling Joel’s desires, signaling that his goals are not be as important at this 

stage in the game.

However, both Joel and Ellie cannot have their goals ultimately realized. Joel 

overrides Ellie and the player’s motives, and both lose their thread of narrative 

progression. Joel rebels against Marlene and attempts to save Ellie despite Marlene’s 

resistance. Joel then overpowers the Fireflies soldiers who were tasked to escort Joel out 

of the facility. Despite what the player wants, Joel forces them to fight through the 

medical facility and engage and kill the Firefly soldiers guarding Ellie and the doctors.

8 At this point in the game, Ellie does not explicitly know that she needs to die to produce 
a cure. However, based on Ellie and Joel’s conversation throughout the course of the 
game, Ellie hints that she is willing to do whatever it takes to end the cordyceps 
pandemic.
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Joel even ultimately kills the doctors and nurses that are prepping Ellie for surgery, even 

if the player refuses to press a button on the controller. Joel undoes Marlene’s and Ellie’s 

choice by asserting control of the situation and working to realize his motive of 

preserving his relationship with Ellie. Ellie cannot object to Joel’s choice as she’s absent 

in the narrative. As a result, Joel takes over the character-system at the expense of Ellie’s 

wishes.

The game places the player in a place of discomfort and subjects the player to the 

patriarchal system Joel has established by prioritizing his own desires and resisting 

anyone that opposes him. By this point in the game, the player has projected their 

identities onto 3 separate characters and has had opportunities to develop their own 

desires for the game’s ending. This last level puts the player in a frustrating and 

powerless position, as they are forced to perform as Joel, whether it aligns with their 

projective identity or not. The player is trapped in Joel’s form as the avatar and must act 

out his desire, even if they do not agree with them. It does not matter whether the player 

agrees with Joel’s actions or want to uphold Ellie’s decision. Joel and the game do not 

allow the player to mull their decision over or identify alternative actions. Joel’s decision 

to act in a way that is repetitive of his character highlights how his commanding position 

over the character-space relies on a constant, consistent performance. The player must 

complete this level according to Joel’s plan of attack without any way for the player to 

object, as the narrative cannot progress unless the player obeys Joel. Joel prevents both 

Ellie and the player from occupying any additional character-space, as Joel reinforces his
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dominance by continuing to prioritize his needs and violently dispose those who oppose 

him. However, Joel’s commandeering of the game’s ending reveals that his dominance 

over the narrative shows the “instability” of Joel as a patriarchal system (Butler 18). 

Since the game has validated any player that sides with Ellie and Marlene up to this 

point, Joel’s rescue of Ellie represents a last-ditch effort to maintain his hold over the 

character-system and preserve his own self interests. Although Ellie does not have a 

choice, the player’s real-world identity can disagree with Joel and begin interrogating the 

patriarchal system he established.

In the game’s Epilogpe, Joel’s ultimately prevents Ellie the opportunity to act on 

her motive, as Joel denies Ellie the truth about the events that transpired at the hospital. 

As Joel and Ellie are driving away from the hospital, Joel lies to Ellie and tells her there 

were multiple people who were immune to the virus that were already brought in, but the 

Fireflies failed to find a cure each time. As a result, Joel saved Ellie from a “pointless 

death.” The player regains control of Ellie during the Epilogue, but the controls are 

extremely limited and like Sarah’s control scheme in the prologue. The player’s only 

allowable action is to follow Joel as they traverse back to Jackson County to reunite with 

Tommy. As the player follows Joel, Joel shares anecdotes about his past adventures with 

Sarah and even tells Ellie he can see Ellie and Sarah as friends. The game places the 

player in an awkward, conflicting position, as the player regains control of Ellie. As the 

avatar, the player expects to be able to fulfill Ellie’s motives and help her complete 

actions that reflect these motives. However, the gameplay implies that Ellie and the
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player not have any control anymore in the narrative. When the player regains control of 

Ellie, the gameplay greatly resembles how the player controls Sarah in the Prologue, in 

which they cannot perform any direct actions beyond moving Ellie around in the 

gameworld. Further, the game directs the player to follow Joel, which indicates that Ellie 

is completely under Joel’s dominance at the end of the narrative. The system of the game 

prevents both Ellie and the player from taking any additional actions or prompting a 

different outcome to the events that just transpired.

Further, Joel cements this hegemony over Ellie and the player by ultimately 

telling Ellie the truth about what happened at the hospital, even when she explicitly asks 

for his honesty. In the final cutscene of the game, Ellie tells Joel to “swear to me. Swear 

to me that” she was saved from a pointless death and that “everything that you said about 

the Fireflies is true.” In this moment, Ellie tries to speak to Joel as an equal by demanding 

to know the truth and be trusted with that information. However, Joel ultimately controls 

the narrative and tells her that he swears. Joel prioritizes his own desires and fear of 

losing Ellie over being honest with Ellie and potentially having her undo his actions at 

the hospital. Joel’s denial of Ellie’s request ultimately entrenches his position at the top 

of the character-system, as he is the only character that has his desires and ambitions 

realized at the end. Conversely, Ellie, the player, and other characters do not have their 

goals of ending the pandemic realized. Joel prioritizes keeping his surrogate daughter, but 

by doing so, forces her back into a subordinate role. The player can only watch as Ellie 

says, “ok,” and the two continue to rendezvous with Tommy.
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Shortly after Naughty Dog released TLoU, several game writers could not help 

but have an “uneasy feeling” when finishing the game (Clarke). Scott Clarke of IGN, a 

pop-culture and entertainment website, explains that TLolfs ending is a “stark reminder 

that you may be playing as Joel, but you are not Joel.” He notes that no matter what 

ending the player wants, they are not “allowed to make that final choice between saving 

Ellie and saving humanity,” even though the player has had an opportunity to play as 

multiple characters. This uneasy feeling stems from the player unconsciously replicating 

and upholding the structure that Joel creates, but also realizing that they have their have 

their own desires for how the game ends. In games like GoW3, the player can buy into 

Kratos’ goals because the game builds a continuous, nonstop identification process 

between the player and the avatar. However, in TLoU, this identification process is 

disrupted as the game utilizes multiple avatars, each with their own goals and desires, 

throughout the story. Despite having multiple avatars, TLoU is all about Joel. Joel 

diminishes Ellie’s and the player’s agency multiple times throughout the narrative by 

ultimately imposing his will and realizing his motives. At the end of the game, Joel tells 

Ellie that he “struggled for a long time with surviving,” and now that he has gained 

something to fight for, he will do whatever it takes to keep that something alive. Any 

sense of agency and identity is determined by Joel, rather than the player’s direct 

interaction with the game. Joel’s identity and dominance of the game’s did not originate 

naturally. His constant opportunities to act as a protector, savior, and father enabled him 

to set a precedent that his desires and values were more important than anybody else, as
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he tells Ellie that he “struggled for a long time with surviving” and “you keep finding 

something to fight for.” As a result, this elevated his position in the narrative at the 

expense of others being able to fulfill their own acts and desires. Clarke’s uneasy feeling 

about the ending is important, however, as it highlights how Joel’s dominance in the 

narrative is not as stable as before. The game’s utilization of multiple avatars reveals that 

no matter what structure or control presides over them, there are moments where the 

player can interrogate and challenge the system. These moments, even if the player 

cannot directly change the impact of the game, are signs that the player does have 

opportunities to resist the greater structure they exist in.
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Coda

“We Swim in Different Oceans but Land on the Same Shore:”

Shaping the Player’s Experience through Constants, Variables, and the Possibility Space 

God of War III (Go W3) and The Last o f Us ( are just two examples that

highlight how the player cannot change the events of the game. The player-avatar 

relationship tasks the player to accept the games’ rules and participate in the games’ 

narratives, which allows the player to see how agency and identity function within a rigid 

structure of rules. In GoW3, Kratos teaches us that unfettered agency is a fantasy, and 

agency is always circumscribed by rules and structures. In TLoU, Joel, Ellie, and Sarah 

teach us that identity cannot develop within a vacuum, and it is always shaped by a 

dominating structure or system. When the player plays either of these games, the one 

aspect of the game they do have agency over is how they experience and make sense of 

the game’s discourse.

Irrational Games’ BioShock Infinite, a first-person game set at the turn of the 20th 

century, provides a meta-experience about how the most important aspect of a video 

game is the player’s experience playing it and how they understand their experience. The 

player takes control of Booker DeWitt, a disgraced former Pinkerton agent, who has 

amassed a huge debt from gambling and drinking. A mysterious group contacts Booker 

and tasks him to rescue a girl named Elizabeth in exchange for erasing his debts. The 

group takes Booker to Columbia, a dystopic American city in the sky erected by the 

zealous leader Father Zachary Comstock, who establishes an extremist Christian, white-
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supremacy state. As the player helps Booker find and rescue Elizabeth, she reveals she 

has the supernatural ability to interact with “tears” in the space-time continuum.

Elizabeth can use these tears to access alternative universes which allows her and Booker 

to escape difficult situations, obtain resources, and navigate to a different area of 

Columbia.

BioShock Infinite offers several choices to the player about how they can play the 

game. Like many other action games, BioShock Infinite offers multiple options on how to 

confront or dispatch enemies. In this game, the player can choose to use a combination of 

“vigors,” superpowers granted by drinkable potions in the game, or they can choose a 

more physical approach by utilizing an array of different guns and explosives. More 

interestingly, BioShock Infinite also asks the player to make several choices during 

various cutscenes. For example, when Booker first arrives at Columbia, he stumbles his 

way into a fair where the master of ceremonies asks Booker to pelt an interracial couple 

with a baseball. The player can make other choices in the game that range from picking a 

cosmetic item for Elizabeth to sparing the life of a friend you meet early in the game. 

Many of these choices appears to have a moral charge or have potential to impact the 

game’s story later. However, as the player works through the game, they learn that their 

choices are largely meaningless. The game acknowledges the player’s choices through 

extremely short cutscenes and minor rewards. For example, if the player chooses not to 

pelt the interracial couple with a baseball, they cross paths with the couple later who 

thank Booker for his mercy and gift him a clothing item. However, by the time the player
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finishes the game, they observe that Booker’s relationship with Elizabeth and the ultimate 

ending of the game does not change no matter how violent or benevolent the player has 

acted throughout the game. In other words, the choices the game imposes on the player 

do not have an impact on the main events of the game.

The choices in BioShock Infinite reinforce the notion that the player does not have 

agency in impacting or altering the events of the game. Instead, the purpose of the 

choices presented in BioShock Infinite is to provide the player opportunities to choose 

how they want to experience the game, even though they do not have an impact on the 

events. These choices highlight how the player’s agency within the game stems from 

their control over their experience of the game rather than the game itself. At the end of 

the game, Elizabeth reveals to Booker that their universe is not the only one in existence. 

The screenshot below (figure 11) depicts one of the final scenes of the game. Elizabeth 

explains that she is able access an unlimited number of parallel universes through tears in 

the space-time continuum. In the screenshot below (figure 11), Elizbeth, Booker, and the 

player observe an infinite number of lighthouses, the starting point of the game, scattered 

in the gameworld. As the player and Elizabeth walk around this infinite landscape, 

Elizabeth tells him that “we swim in different oceans but land on the same shore.” 

Meanwhile, other versions of Elizabeth and Booker from other universes are depicted 

doing the same thing. Elizabeth indicates that no matter how the player played the game 

or what choices they made, the player inevitably comes to the same ending as everybody 

else that played the game. The other versions of Elizabeth and Booker represent all
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Figure 11: Screenshot from the ending of BioShock Infinite 

players who have played the game and reached this point in the narrative. BioShock 

Infinite reminds the player that none of their choices had a clear impact on the game, as 

the game will always depict Elizabeth and Booker in the manner above.

BioShock Infinite allegorizes the experience of playing a video game. Elizabeth 

and other characters reveal to Booker and the player that all universes, in this case video 

games, contain “constants and variables.” Constants refer to the elements of the game 

that are consistent no matter who plays the game, whether it is gameplay, pre-scripted 

cutscenes or endings, etc. The constants of the video game structure and define the game. 

They are unchangeable and the game revolves around these elements. For example, 

Elizabeth notes that “there’s always a lighthouse. There’s always a man. There’s always a 

city” in all of the BioShock games in the series, and all the BioShock games are anchored
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by these three constants. These constants are analogous for all players who play a specific 

video game, especially narrative driven games like GoW3 and TLoU, will experience the 

same events, elements of gameplay, and endings as each other no matter what choices 

they made during gameplay.

Variables are all the elements and events that can differ from universe to universe. 

For example, the player/Booker’s decision to throw the baseball at the couple or at the 

master of ceremonies, or how they decide to subdue their enemies are all variables. 

Elizabeth’s conversation with Booker about constants and variables apply to how all 

players experience the same video game. The variables in a video games, whether it is a 

choice in how the player defeats enemies or makes a direct choice provided by the game, 

represent the possibility space of these narratives. The player can choose a style of 

gameplay that they find the most entertaining or make a choice based on their prior 

experiences with the genre of a particular game, the player’s own moral compass, or their 

curiosity in seeing what consequences will arise. BioShock Infinite highlights how the 

largest variable in video games is the player themselves, as their interaction with the 

game is driven by their experiences, desires, and goals for playing the game.

Variables are crucial for the player, as variables shape their interaction and 

development of agency within a video game. As stated in the introduction, the narrow 

scope of afforded actions in the possibility space is where all possible meanings emerge 

from the game’s design (Salen and Zimmerman 67). Although these choices are pre

programmed into the gameworld by the game’s developers, the player can still create a
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unique, individual experience of playing and understanding the game, and the meaning 

they create out of this experience is the agency they wield. No matter how static the 

game’s constants are, whether they are events, characters, setting, etc., the most important 

variable for the player’s agency is the story they create out of the game’s discourse. The 

constants of a video game do not guarantee the same experience for all players. The 

player may speculate and add characterization that was not explicitly communicated in 

the game. They may choose to continue the narrative by writing a fan-fiction exploring 

the consequences or aftermath of a game’s event. They might even build the narrative by 

conducting scholarly work to gain a deeper understanding of a game’s character and the 

events that transpire. (In fact, this entire project is my attempt to continue the narrative 

from the games discussed so far!) Although all players will arrive at the same ending, 

they gain agency, because their experience of the game itself can lead to new and exciting 

directions with the story they generate.

The opportunity to continue adding story and new understanding to these games 

are not just exclusive for the players that play them. Even game developers often find 

ways to expand the story and build the characters they created years ago. Since the start 

of writing this project in 2015, Santa Monica Studios rebooted the God o f War series in 

2018 with a new game that follows Kratos in the aftermath of his war the gods. The 4th 

God o f War game diverts from the hyperbolic narrative of Kratos’ revenge story, and 

instead, provides a quieter, more intense look into Kratos’ reconciliation with his violent 

past and the development of his relationship to his son. Further, Naughty Dog plans to
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release The Last o f Us Part II in 2020. This game is set 5 years after the original game, 

and the player will now control an angrier, older Ellie as the primary avatar. The player 

will have an opportunity to observe how Joel’s decision has impacted her in the years 

following the original game and to experience her encounters with a mysterious cult that 

is now terrorizing the post-apocalyptic land.

The games in this project were chosen because they are novelistic; they teach the 

player not just how to play the game, but how to understand their experiences playing the 

game. Each of these games presents a self-reflexive education on how the player can 

foster a genuine sense authorship, identity, and agency within the gameworld presented to 

them. If the player is open and willing, Kratos, Ellie, and the other characters within these 

games present an opportunity to meditate on their experiences and become co-authors to 

the never-ending stories of these games.
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